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REPTATION AND DIFFUSIVE MODES OF MOTIONOF LINEAR MACROMOLECULESV. N. Pokrovskii *The Center for Eodynamis123290, Mosow, RussiaReeived September 11, 2007It is shown that the model of underlying stohasti motion of a maromoleule leads to two modes of mo-tion: reptative and isotropially di�usive. There is a length of a maromoleule M� � 10Me, where Me is �themaromoleule length between adjaent entanglements�, above whih maromoleules of a melt an be regardedas obstales to motion of eah other, and the maromoleules reptate. The transition to the reptation modeof motion is determined by both topologial restritions and the loal anisotropy of motion. The investiga-tion on�rms that the reptation motion determines the M�2 moleular-weight dependene of the self-di�usionoe�ient of maromoleules in melts.PACS: 36.20.-r, 61.25.H-, 83.10.Mj1. INTRODUCTIONTo interpret the di�usion and relaxation behaviorof maromoleules in entangled linear polymers (poly-mer melts), some modeling situations were onsideredin [1; 2℄. It was shown in [1℄ that in the ase wherethe motion of a maromoleule is on�ned by �xed ob-stales, suh that it moves like a snake by reptation,the di�usion oe�ient for the enter of mass of themaromoleule is inversely proportional to its squaredlength. Beause this law of di�usion turned out to bealso valid for long maromoleules in polymer melts, itwas onluded that the neighbouring maromoleulesin polymer melts an be regarded as mobile obstalesfor a tagged maromoleule, whih also moves via rep-tation. It was a suessful hypothesis, although somedisussion repeatedly emerged [3℄ regarding whether amaromoleule reptates in a melt and if it does, whatis the maromoleule length that marks the beginningof reptation.A diret solution of the problem of simultaneousmotion of many maromoleules, whih ould yieldan answer to the question whether and under whihonditions a maromoleule reptates turned out tobe a rather di�ult problem. The aurate solu-tion is apparently available [4℄ only for short hains,when reptation motion is not expeted. For longer*E-mail: vpok�omtv.ru

maromoleules, the most e�ient approah appearsto be the mean-�eld one, when the average rea-tion of many surrounding maromoleules on the se-leted maromoleule is approximated as a reationof some medium, whose properties are hosen in aproper way [2; 5℄1). In the onventional reptation-tubemodel [2℄, the surrounding was shematized as a �ex-ible tube and the reptation of the maromoleule inthe tube is postulated; this allowed explaining some ef-fets of dynami behavior of polymers, but said nothingabout the onditions under whih the tube and repta-tion exist. On the other hand, the model of underly-ing stohasti motion [5�7℄ led to justifying the on-epts of tube and reptation and allowed alulating amean length, whih has the meaning of the tube ra-dius and/or the maromoleule length between adja-ent entanglements, and onsidering the e�ets assoi-ated with reptation motion. The model allows onsis-tently interpreting experimental data related to the dy-nami behavior of linear maromoleules in the systemsof entangled maromoleules with the lengths above2Me, where Me is the �maromoleule length betweenadjaent entanglements� [5℄, and an be used to obtainthe onditions for the existene of reptation motion.1) The preliminary version of the revised and enlargededition of monograph [5℄ an be found at the pagehttp://eodynamis.narod.ru/polymer/ontent.html.696



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 133, âûï. 3, 2008 Reptation and di�usive modes of motion : : :2. DYNAMICS OF A MACROMOLECULE INAN ENTANGLED SYSTEMThe equation for the oordinates r� and veloitiesu� of partiles (� = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N) of a oarse-grainedpolymer hain, assoiated with a tagged maromoleuleof length M; an be written [7℄ as an equation for theRouse hain in the presene of an additional randomfore ��i ,md2r�idt2 = ��u�i +��i � 2�TA�ri + ���i (t); (1)where m is the mass of a Brownian partile assoi-ated with the maromoleule piee of lengthM=N , 2T�is the elastiity oe�ient of a �spring� between adja-ent partiles, and T is temperature in energy units.The matrix A� desribes the onnetion of Brownianpartiles in the entire hain. Suh a representation ofthe maromoleular dynamis was regarded as a pos-sible desription of the motion of a maromoleule inan entangled system [8; 9℄. The presene of the ran-dom fore ��i means that the Rouse hain is loatedin some medium representing the surrounding hainsof the tagged maromoleule. We also note that theabove equation (at m = 0) is idential to the Langevinequation, whih was formulated [10℄ to study the be-havior of a polymer hain in a random stati �eld; theequation was investigated numerially in [11℄.To properly desribe the dynamis of a hain in theentangled system, the random fore ��i in Eq. (1) hasto be not stati but dynami, with a relaxation time� , whih an be interpreted as the terminal visoelastirelaxation time of the environment [5, 7℄. The fore ��ian be speially designed for a hain in the entangledsystem, aording to the equation� d��idt = ���i � �BH�ij uj � �EG�ij uj + ��i (t): (2)The random proesses ���i and ��i in stohasti equa-tions (1) and (2) relate to the dissipative terms due tothe �utuation�dissipation theorem [12℄.The parameters B and E in Eq. (2) are introduedas measures of the external and internal resistane ofthe partile in a given medium, and we therefore as-sume that the quantities B and E are given funtionsof the moleular weight M0 of maromoleules of theenvironment. The dependene an be spei�ed by on-sidering some simple heuristi models [5; 6℄ and/or byomparing the derived results with the available em-pirial evidene [5℄. For example, these onsiderationsallow identifying the dependene of one of the param-eters as

B = � M02Me�2:4 : (3)In the linear ase, H�ij and G�ij are numerial ma-tries, but to imitate the dynamis of a maromoleuleproperly, we must inlude nonlinear terms related tothe loal anisotropy of mobility [7℄. We thus obtainthe simplest approximationH�ij uj = u�i � 32aext�e�i e�j � 13Æij�u�j ;G�ij uj = 1N ���(N + 1) �u�i � 32aint�e�i e�j � 13Æij�u�j � �� NX=0�ui � 32aint�ei ej � 13Æij�uj �) ;e�i = r�+1i � r��1ijr�+1 � r��1j ; � = 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1;e0i e0j = eNi eNj = 13Æij ; (4)where aext and aint are the loal anisotropy parametersintrodued suh that positive values of the parametersorrespond to an inrease in mobility along the ontourof the hain. In the linear ase, with e�i e�j = (1=3)Æij onaverage, we return to the linear form studied in detailpreviously [5℄.The model in (1)�(4) is formulated suh that thederived results are independent of the number N ofpartiles of a oarse-grained hain, but depend on thelength of a probe maromoleule M . The parametersof the model are ombined to form the harateristiquantities [5; 7℄� = �2��B �M�1; �� = �N24�2�T �M2: (5)3. THE TRANSITION POINTThe model in (1)�(4) allows systematially studyingdeviations from the Rouse dynamis when adding non-Markovian and anisotropi noise. Figure 1 shows anexample of alulation of the squared entre-of-massdisplaement � of a maromoleule as a funtion oftime. At ��i = 0, Eq. (1) determines the well-knownRouse dynamis of a maromoleule, whih in partiu-lar provides the di�usion oe�ient697
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Fig. 1. Displaement of a maromoleule in time. Thestraight line depits the analyti result for the Rouse dy-namis. The solid urves represent the results for thedisplaement for a maromoleule of lengthM = 25Meamong similar maromoleules in aordane with sys-tem (1)�(4) with the parameter values B = 429 and� = 0:04. The loal anisotropy parameter values aextare shown at the urves. Internal resistane (parame-ters E and aint) does not a�et mobility of a maro-moleular oilD0 = TN� �M�1: (6)In the linear ase, with aext = aint = 0, Eqs. (1)�(4)determine the large-time di�usion oe�ient [5℄D = D0B�1 �M�2:40 M�1; (7)where M and M0 are respetively the lengths of theprobe maromoleule and maromoleules of the envi-ronment. Introduing a loal anisotropy of the mo-bility of partiles, whih ould be related to indu-tion of the reptation mode of motion of the maro-moleule [7℄, leads to an inrease in the large-time dif-fusion oe�ient (Fig. 1). The method of simulationdesribed in [7℄ is used to study mobility of a maro-moleule in the medium made up of similar maro-moleules of equal or di�erent lengths, whih allows al-ulating the di�usion oe�ient of a maromoleule atlarge times. Considering di�usion of a maromoleuleof length 25Me among maromoleules with di�erentlengths shows that there is a ritial length M� abovewhih the mobility of the maromoleule is indepen-dent of the properties of the environment (Fig. 2). Inthis ase, maromoleules of the environment make uptopologial obstales, whih are similar to �xed obsta-les for the maromoleule, whih therefore turns out
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Fig. 2. Di�usion oe�ient of a maromoleule. Eahpoint shows a value of the ratio of asymptoti valuesof the displaement of a maromoleule for large timesto values of the displaement for the Rouse ase of amaromoleule of length 25Me among maromoleuleswith di�erent lengthsM0. The loal anisotropy param-eter value is 0:3 for the irles and 0:1 for the squares.The slope of the dashed lines is �2:4 for short maro-moleules and 0 for long ones, and hene the simulationdetermines the point of transition between the di�usiveand reptation modes of motionto be e�etively on�ned [7℄ to �a tube� whose radius �is alulated in terms of model (1)�(4) as�2 = D0 �B : (8)In the region above the point M�, the desribed modelleads to the known [2℄ law for self-di�usion of themaromoleular oil, as illustrated in Fig. 3. A valueof the loal anisotropy oe�ient an be hosen suhthat the position of the transition point in the aseof self-di�usion oinides with the typial experimen-tal value M� � 10Me [13℄. By virtue of the universaltopologial struture, the melts of linear polymers seemto be haraterized by the universal value of the loalanisotropy oe�ient in aordane with the pituredeveloped in [14℄. Figure 4 shows that the position oftransition points depends on the lengths of both di�us-ing and matrix maromoleules.698
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Fig. 3. Self-di�usion oe�ient of a maromoleule.Eah point shows a value of the ratio of asymptotivalues of the displaement of a maromoleule for largetimes to values of the displaement for the Rouse aseof a maromoleule of di�erent lengths among maro-moleules with the same lengths. The loal anisotropyparameter value is 0:3 for the irles and 0:1 for thesquares. The slope of the dashed lines is �2:4 for shortmaromoleules and �1 for long ones, and hene thesimulation gives the well-known dependene D /M�2for oe�ient of self-di�usion of maromoleules abovethe point of transition4. CONCLUSIONThe desribed model of the underlying stohastimotion of a maromoleule leads to two modes of mo-tion, whih alternatively determine two kinds of sys-tems: weakly entangled systems (M < M�), in whihthe loal anisotropy of motion does not a�et isotropistohasti motion of maromoleules, and systems ofstrongly entangled linear polymers (M >M�). For thelatter, the model provides the on�nement of a maro-moleule in �a tube� and easier (reptation) motion ofthe maromoleule along its ontour � the featuresenvisaged by Edwards [15℄ and de Gennes [1℄ for en-tangled systems. The onsidered model allows demon-strating that the existene of the reptation mode of mo-tion is determined by both topologial restritions andloal anisotropy of motion, and stating that rather longmaromoleules an indeed be regarded as obstales tothe motion of a probe maromoleule. This investiga-tion also on�rms that the reptation motion determinesthe M�2 universal moleular-weight dependene of the
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Fig. 4. Alternative modes of motion of a maro-moleule. The realization of a ertain mode of mo-tion of a maromoleule among other maromoleulesdepends on the lengths of both the di�using maro-moleule and the maromoleules of the environment.The positions of transition points between two modesare depited by a solid line. The dashed line marks thesystems with maromoleules of equal lengthsself-di�usion oe�ient of melt. However, estimatingthe empirial value of the index in the reptation law ofdi�usion requires measuring the mobility of a maro-moleule above the transition point.REFERENCES1. P. G. de Gennes, J. Chem. Phys. 55, 572 (1971).2. M. Doi and S.F. Edwards, The Theory of Polymer Dy-namis, Oxford Univ. Press, Oxford (1986).3. T. P. Lodge, N. A. Rotstein, and S. Prager, Adv.Chem. Phys. 79, 1 (1990).4. V. G. Rostiashvili, M. Rehkopf, and T. A. Vilgis,J. Chem. Phys. 110, 639 (1999).5. V. N. Pokrovskii, The Mesosopi Theory of PolymerDynamis, Kluwer Aademi Publ., Dordreht (2000).6. Yu. A. Altukhov, V. N. Pokrovskii, and G. V. Pyshno-grai, J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Meh. 121, 73 (2004).7. V. N. Pokrovskii, Physia A, 366, 88 (2006).8. A. Baumgärter and M. Muthukumar, Adv. Chem.Phys. 94, 625 (1996).9. U. Ebert, A. Baumgärtner, and L. Shäfer, Phys. Rev.E 53, 950 (1996).699
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